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Preface 

Anyone who has ever seen a picture of Earth taken from deep space can be for
given for thinking of these two words: "splendid isolation." Surrounded by millions 
of miles of uninterrupted black. the fragile blue globe seems profoundly alone, 
disconnected from anything else. 

Nothing could be further from the truth: Earth is profoundly connected to our 
star. 

The brighc blue disk is just the most obvious evidence. A non-stop fl ood of sun
light warms the planet, simultaneously allowing us lo live and co see. Invisible 
connections are equally profound. Solar radiation puffs up our atmosphere, alter
ing its structure and chemistry. Solar winds buffet OllI magnetosphere, lighting up 
polar skies with curtains of light. and drivi ng currents of electricity through the <;oi l 
below. Solar magnetism deflects cosmic rays, moderating the effect of the Galaxy 
on our tiny home in space. 

Years ago, the study of the Sun-Earth connection was edgy stuff. Big Thinkers 
held che planet and the star to be a system. From this synthesis emerged many new 
ideas and a new discipline called "heliophysics." 

Now we know that they weren' t thinking big enough. Like Earth, every world 
in the solar system is connected to its star. From the surface chemistry of Mercury. 
to the tanered atmosphere of Mars. to the flowing ices of Pluto, the fingerprint!> of 
solar activity may be found in all corners of the heliosphere. 

In pop culture, people trace the "'seven degrees of separation" between them
selves and actor Kevin Bacon. Eanh is con nected much more closely 10 alien 
worlds. The central role of the Sun puts us just one degree of separation away 
from scores of planets, dwarf planets, moons, asteroids, and comets throughout the 
solar system. This proximity tells us something important: what we learn about 
chose strange places, we also learn about ourselves. 

The connectedness of things is che subject of this book: Active Stars, their Astro

pheres. a11d Impacts on Planetary Environmenrs. In 13 graduate-level chapters, 
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experts lay out new ideas about how stars carve out a place in the galaxy to 

shape lhei r own solar systems. The chapters touch on subjects rangi ng from mag

netic reconnection and magnetohydrodynamics to climate and aeronomy. It may 
be one of lhe most interdisciplinary textbooks ever written - at least in the physical 

sciences. 

Indeed, the themes laid out in this text are so interdiscip linary that their proper 

synthesis requires more than one book. This fourth volume of the He liophysics 

series implici tly makes the case for a new research disci pline: comparative helio

physics. As humans and the ir robots spread throughout the solar system, we wi ll 

need this kind of inte rdisciplinary approach to understand the places we visit and 
to anticipate the dangers. What is the weather li ke on Titan today? How wi ll a solar 

storm affect the ices of Europe? ls it safe to land on that come t? 

These questions cannot be answered in ·•splendid isolation." lndeed, there really 

is no such thing . .. under the Sun. 

Madhulika Guhathakurta, NASNLWS program scienti st, 

Heliophysics Division, 

Science Mission Directorate 

Editors' notes 

The Heliophysics series focuses on the physics of space weather events that start at 

the Sun and in fluence the Earth's environment and society"s susceptibility to these 
processes. The Sun's variability affects not only Earth, but also the atmospheres, 

ionospheres, and magnelOspheres of all other bodies throughout the solar system. 

The solar system offers a wider variety of conditions under which the interaction 

of bodies with a plasma environment can be studied than are e ncountered around 

Earth alone: there are planets with and without large-scale magnetic fields and 

associated magnetosphcres; planetary atmospheres display a variety of thicknesses 

and compositions; sate llites of the giant planets reveal how interactions occur with 
subsonic and sub-Alfvenic fl ows whereas the solar wind interacts with supersonic 

and super-Alfvenic impacts. 

Analogous to the use of other e nvironments in our own planetary system to learn 

more about Earth ·s environmental conditions we can look at the variety of other 

scars to learn more about our own Sun and its magnetism. With the realization that 

mosL stars suppott some form of planetary system, the variety of star- planet inter

actions to be considered also reaches far beyond our own present-day solar system: 
we can learn about the histo ry and future of heliophysical processes throughout 

the Ii fe of the solar system by considering exoplanet systems, and we can envision 

environment~ elsewhere in the Galaxy by studying our solar system. Hence, the 

theme of this volume: comparative he liophysics. 
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The chapters in this volume, as in the others in this series, generally adhere 

to common practices in rhe dic;ciplines that they primarily cover in rheir uses of 

symbols and units. We intentionally did not auempt to homogeni ze rhese across 
the contents to make it easier for the reader to connect the va1ious chapters to the 

more detailed profec;sional literature. 

AdditionaJ resources 

The texts were developed during a summer school .:;eries for heliophysics, 
taught at the facilities of the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, 

in Boulder, Colorado, funded by the NASA Livi ng With a Star program. 

Additional informat ion, including rext updates. lecture materials, (color) figures 

and movies, and teaching materials developed for the school can be found at 

hrtp://www. vsp. ucar.cdu/Hel iophysics. 

An on line volume (Heliophysics V) describing the impacts of space weather on 

society in chapters looking into economic impacts, business opportunities. impacc.c; 
on the electric power grid. and consequences of space weather for radio waves u~ed 

in, e.g., navigation , can be accessed freely via the web. 1 

Definitions of many solar-terrestrial tem1s can be found via the index of each 

volume; a comprehensive list can be found at a web page maintained by NOAA's 

Space Weather Prediction Center.2 

A note on star names and spectral designations 

In this volume, several chapter~ refer to stars other than the Sun, using a variety 
of different naming conventions. 1 Here is a selective summary that covers mo.;t 

of what the reader wi ll encounter in this volume. Stars that are relatively bright 

in the sky are oflen named after the conc;tellation in which they occur, of which 

the Latin name is commonly abbreviated using three lellers taken from the begi n

ning of the word or words in their name. preceded by a Greek letter, starring with 
ex [or lhe brightest (e.g .• ex Cen for the brightest star in the constellation Centau

rus) and continuing through the Greek alphabet, and continuing with numbers after 

the letters are all used. Alternative names include ( I ) old Arabic names (modified 

over time, such as Betelgeuse), (2) catalog numbers (such as the Henry Draper 
catalog numbers, e.g., HD I 14762), (3) a letter combination preceding the constel

lation abbreviation which often de~ ignates a member of a variable star catalog (e.g .. 

EK Ora), or (4) a rather unimaginative but straightforward combination of right 

ascension and declination that specifies the location in the sky, sometimes preceded 

1 httpJ/"'" w. v>p.ucar.cdu/H~l 1ophys1cs/sc1cncc-rcsouroes·t~xtbooks.sh1 ml 
Z hup://www~wpc.no<1a gov/c:un1en!/spacc·wc;11l1cr-glu>Sary 
1 See a summary :u lmp://t!n.wikipedia.org/'1 ik1/S1ar_d1:s1gna11on 
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by a group of letters that specifies the type of star (e.g., the pulsar PSR 1257+ 12). 

Stars are often known by mu ltiple names (users of, e.g., the Astrophysics Data Sys
tem, ADS, can hunt through the literature by using databases of synonyms to search 
for studies on stars using multiple names simultaneously). ln case of multiple stars. 
a capitaJ following the name indicates which component is meant, most commonly 
d ifferentiating between the bri ghtest and next-brightest one as "A" and "B". When 
a lower-case letter follows a star name, the designation refers to a planet orbiting 
the star. 

Spectral types of stars are a measure of their specn·al properties, long since re
sequenced in order of decreasing effective temperature (and thus in order of color 
from blue to red): 0, B, A, F, G, K, M, L, T, Y, followed by a number from 1 to 9 
as a subdivision. The Roman numeral that follows it is a measure for stellar radius 
or surface gravi ty, and indirectly of relative age: V for a mature main-sequence star 
(such as our Sun), IV for a slightly evolved star, and then ill, ll, and I for evolved 
giant, bright giant, and supcrgiant stars. 

Stellar astronomers characterize spectral lines by the abbreviated Latin name of 
the element foJJowed by a Roman numeral chat designates the ionization stage of 
the element, e.g., the designation "Mg ll" refers to a spectral line (or, if no partic
ular name or wavelength follows, the entire set of spectral lines) of singly ionized 
magnesium. Sometimes, authors may use the spectral designation co characterize 
the population of the emitting atoms (e.g., "D I atoms" for neutral deuterium). Par
ticularly strong spectral lines may have names followed by a Greek letter (such 
as "Lyman a", the first in the Lyman series), or a capital letter which refers to a 
strong line identified in rhe solar spectrum (such as the Ca II H and K lines) or their 
equivalent transition in another element when indicated in lower case (e.g., for the 
H and Klines: the Mg II h and k lines). 

Heliophysics 

heJio-, pref., on the Sun and environs, from the Greek helios. 
physics, n., the science of matter and energy and their interactions. 

Heliophysics is the 

• comprehensive new term for tlte science of the Sun-Solar System Con11ec

tion. 

• e.xploratio11. discove1~v. and understanding of our space environment. 

• system science rhat unites all of the linked phenomena in the region of the 

cosmos influenced by t 1 star like our Sun. 
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Heliophysics concentrates on the Sun and its effects on Earth, the ocher 
planets of the solar system, and the changing conditions in space. Helio
physics studies the magnetosphere, ionosphere, thermosphcre, mesosphere. 
and upper atmosphere of the Earth and other planets. Heliophysics com
bines the science of the Sun, corona. heliosphere and geospace. Heliophysics 
encompasses cosmic rays and panicle acceleration, space weather and 
radiation, dust and magnetic reconnection, solar acti vity and stellar cycles. 
aeronomy and space plasmas, magnetic fields and global change, and the 
interactions of the solar system with our galaxy. 

From NASA 's "Heliopllysics. The Nell' Science of the Sun- Solar System Con
nection: Recommended Roadmap for Science and Technology 2005-2035." 


